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How does job assignment affect fairness concerns between coworkers? We experimentally examine 
agents’ horizontal fairness concerns in a three-person ultimatum game in which all agents are asked 
to complete a general knowledge quiz before being assigned to a high productivity or low 
productivity position. Job positions differ in the stakes that are available to be split between the 
principal and the agent. We disentangle two possible channels through which job assignment 
impacts fairness concerns, wage differences and the principal’s intentions, by comparing cases in 
which the job assignment is determined randomly or by the principal. The knowledge quiz signifies 
the distinction between the two cases as it provides a basis on which the principal can make the 
assignment decision. We find that the principal’s intentions, combined with the associated wage 
differences, significantly impact fairness concerns of the agents assigned to the lower productivity 
position, but wage differences themselves do not. We also find that better-performing agents 
assigned by the principal to the lower productivity position exhibit significant fairness concerns 
toward their peers. We discuss managerial implications of our findings.   
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1. Introduction 
How does job assignment affect fairness concerns between coworkers, often referred to as 
horizontal fairness concerns? Job assignment can cause wage differences, which in turn affect 
fairness concerns. Regarding the link between wage differences and fairness concerns, there is an 
influential notion that workers’ fairness concerns depend, at least in part, on the wages paid to their 
co-workers (Charness and Kuhn, 2007), and a recent trend of making wages publicly available 
increases transparency and makes it easier for workers to compare their wages.1 Regarding the link 
between job assignment and wage differences, an important feature of careers in organizations is 
the assignment of workers to job positions within the firm, and, within large firms, there is typically 
significant heterogeneity in terms of the tasks associated with jobs at the same level of the job ladder 
(Gibbons and Waldman, 1999, 2004). Job assignment is then an important source of wage 
differences across workers because the amount a worker can contribute to production typically 
depends on which job the worker performs (Sattinger, 1993).2  
We investigate our research question in a controlled laboratory experiment. A workplace 
typically has a number of job positions with heterogeneous productivity; that is, some positions 
often yield relatively high outputs while other positions yield relatively low outputs. To mimic the 
key features of heterogeneous productivity positions in the workplace that are relevant for horizontal 
fairness concerns, we adopt a three-person ultimatum game with unequal stakes, in which the 
principal assigns one agent to a higher stake (representing a high productivity position) and the other 
agent to a lower stake (representing a low productivity position). This setup enables us to create 
situations in which a high productivity position tends to yield higher wages and a low productivity 
position tends to yield lower wages, affecting horizontal fairness concerns of agents assigned to 
positions with different productivity.  
In our setup, we identify two possible channels through which job assignment affects 
horizontal fairness concerns: wage differences and the principal’s intention revealed by job 
assignment. A key novelty of our experiment is that it allows us to disentangle these two channels. 
To this end, we compare the case of principal assignment, where the agents are assigned to their 
respective stakes by the principal (who is thus accountable for the outcome), with the case of random 
assignment, in which it is known that the agents are assigned to the stakes independently of their 
performance. If agents exhibit fairness concerns in the random assignment case, these concerns are 
driven solely by wage differences stemming from the assignment itself. In the principal assignment 
case, the assignment creates wage differences that can cause fairness concerns; however, the 
assignment also reveals principal intentions, potentially exacerbating the agents’ concerns.  
A manager typically assigns his subordinates to positions with heterogenous productivity 
based on the evaluation of their performance. In our experiment, to mimic features of performance 
evaluation in the workplace, agents complete a general knowledge quiz before they are assigned to 
different stakes. The quiz performance establishes entitlement, in the sense that an agent who 
performed better on the quiz feels entitled to be assigned to the higher stake. This is a key feature 
of our experiment, given that entitlements to property rights constitute an important element of 
fairness concerns (see e.g. Hoffman, McCabe, Shachat, and Smith, 1994). The knowledge quiz 
 
1
 See, for example European Commission Recommendation C(2014) 1405. The reason behind the recommendation is 
to encourage firms to reveal their employees’ wages to combat discrimination based on gender.  
2
 See, for example, Costrell and Loury (2004), for a theoretical analysis of the role of job assignment in the distribution 
of earnings. 
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signifies the distinction between the case of principal assignment and the case of random assignment 
because it provides a basis on which the principal can make the assignment decision. Without the 
knowledge quiz the assignment would be de facto random even in the case of principal assignment 
because the principal would have no basis for his assignment decision. 
We conjecture that an agent assigned to the low stake position (henceforth referred to as 
Agent L) exhibits stronger fairness concerns under principal assignment than under random 
assignment, because in the former job assignment outcomes can be attributed to the principal’s 
intentions. In the case of random assignment, since assignment outcome is beyond the principal’s 
control, the principal is not responsible for Agent L being assigned to the low stake position. In 
contrast, in the case of principal assignment, we suppose that Agent L holds the principal 
accountable, strengthening Agent L’s fairness concerns. Through analogous logic we conjecture 
that an agent assigned to the high stake position (Agent H) exhibits weaker fairness concerns under 
principal assignment than under random assignment. Being assigned to the high stake position, 
Agent H is likely to receive a higher offer in absolute terms than Agent L. In the case of principal 
assignment, Agent H appreciates the Principal assigning him to the high stake position and 
understands if the Principal increases the offer to stake size ratio to compensate Agent L. In case of 
random assignment, Agent H understands that the Principal is not responsible for assigning him to 
the high stake position and is less understanding (i.e. has higher sensitivity) to the Principal 
increasing the offer ratio of Agent L.  
Performance evaluation likely affects agents’ sense of entitlements. From the perspective of 
performance evaluation, job assignment can be merit-based, meaning that a better performer is 
assigned to a high productivity position and a worse performer is assigned to a low productivity 
position or reverse merit-based where the better performer is assigned to a low productivity position 
and vice versa. The merit-based assignment may not always be achieved due to reasons such as 
inside politics and nepotism. Imprecise assessment of job performance may also result in a reverse 
merit-based assignment.3 We explore whether the strength of fairness concerns differs between 
merit-based and reverse merit-based assignments, a comparison hard to gauge from happenstance 
data because of the lack of counterfactuals. We conjecture that an agent exhibits stronger fairness 
concerns when he has been assigned to a low productivity position under reverse merit-based 
assignment than under merit-based assignment. This is because, under reverse merit-based 
assignment, the agent who has been assigned to a low productivity position has achieved a better 
performance compared to the agent who has been assigned to a high productivity position.  The 
better performing agent therefore feels entitled to the higher wage received by the worse performing 
agent and this feeling of entitlement strengthens the better performing agent’s horizontal fairness 
concerns. 
 Our experimental findings support our conjecture that Agent L exhibits stronger fairness 
concerns under principal assignment than under random assignment. We find that agents do not 
exhibit statistically significant horizontal fairness concerns in the random assignment case, 
suggesting that wage differences themselves do not have a strong enough impact on fairness 
concerns in our setup. At the same time, consistent with our conjecture about the different strength 
of fairness concerns under reverse merit-based assignment and under merit-based assignment, we 
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 A major disadvantage of reverse merit-based assignment is a mismatch between ability of agents and productivity of 
positions, leading to production inefficiency, when performance is a measure of agents’ ability.   
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find the strongest and statistically significant fairness concerns when the better-performing agent is 
assigned by the principal to the low stake position.  
These findings yield the following managerial implication. Consider, as an example, an 
employer who has two new salesperson positions, where one position serves a geographical area 
with wealthy customers (a rich area) and the other position serves an area with average customers 
(an average area). The employer would like to assign more capable salesperson to the rich area and 
less capable one to the average area, because the marginal return to sales capability is higher in the 
rich area than in the average area. The employer screens candidates through checking their resume 
and reference letters and interviewing them. He narrows down the list to two candidates and assigns 
the better candidate to the rich area and the other one to the average area. Our experimental findings 
suggest that the employer should carefully explain the reason behind the job assignment decision to 
the candidate assigned to the average area, so that the candidate understands that he has been 
assigned to the average area because the other candidate performed better in the screening process. 
Such a convincing explanation is important because, if the candidate feels that the job assignment 
is reverse merit-based, he might exhibit fairness concerns and withhold his effort as a consequence. 
If it is not possible for the employer to offer a convincing explanation or observable proof supporting 
the job assignment, the employer might need to compress wages between the two salespersons in 
order to mitigate the fairness concerns. 
 
2. Relationship to the literature 
The goal of our study is to investigate the impact of job assignment on fairness concerns. 
We contribute to the literature on horizontal fairness concerns (sometimes referred to as social or 
peer comparisons) by experimentally studying wage differences and the principal’s intention 
revealed by job assignment as two possible channels through which those concerns can be impacted. 
As such, our paper brings together the literature on fairness concerns and the literature on 
intentionality of actions. Recall also that our design includes a knowledge quiz, which mimics 
features of performance evaluation in the workplace. Given that the quiz likely affects agents’ sense 
of entitlements, our paper is related to the literature on perceived property rights entitlements. In 
what follows, we discuss our paper’s relationships and contributions to these literature streams. 
While the notion of fairness considerations goes back to Smith (1759), it has gained more 
attention in economics research following two prominent studies by Güth, Schmittberger, and 
Schwarze (1982) and Kahneman, Knetsch, and Thaler (1986). Anecdotal and empirical evidence of 
other-regarding behavior subsequently lead to economics models of other-regarding preferences 
incorporating both distributional and reciprocal concerns in situations with salient fairness 
considerations (e.g. Bolton and Ockenfels, 2000; Charness and Rabin, 2002; Cooper and Kagel, 
2016; Cox, Friedman, and Sadiraj, 2008; Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger, 2004; Fehr and Schmidt, 
1999; Rabin, 1993).  
In laboratory experiments, the vertical fairness between a principal and an agent has been 
predominantly studied using a two-player version of the ultimatum game, in which the principal 
(usually referred to as proposer in ultimatum game studies) makes an offer how to split a pie of a 
certain size and the agent (responder) decides whether or not to accept the offer. An accepted offer 
gets implemented while a rejected offer results in zero payoffs to both players. In the ultimatum 
game, researchers typically find that principals often offer substantial (fair) fractions of the total pie 
to agents and that if the offer is deemed unfair, it is likely to be rejected (Camerer, 2003). These 
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findings are robust to stake size (Slonim and Roth, 1998) but when stake sizes vary and are unknown 
to agents, the principals make lower offers and agents accept lower offers (Güth, Huck, and 
Ockenfels, 1996). Relatedly, Bohnet and Zeckhauser (2004) find that agents’ rejection rates increase 
when average offers (without asymmetric information about pie size) are revealed to them in two-
player ultimatum games. Also, lower offers are more likely to be rejected when they are intentional 
than when they are clearly unintentional (Kagel, Kim, and Moser, 1996). Another popular vehicle 
for studying the vertical fairness is the gift exchange game (see Camerer, 2003  and Charness and 
Kuhn, 2011 for reviews of the literature), in which the principal offers the agent a wage and the 
agent responds with exerting costly effort. Usually, a higher wage is correlated with higher effort, 
but the intentionality behind the offered wage also plays an important role (e.g. Charness, 2004). 
Studying horizontal fairness requires a multi-agent setting. In a three-player (one principal-
two agents) ultimatum game, Knez and Camerer (1995) implement a setup in which the players 
receive an outside option in case the offer is rejected (the principal receives $3 if his offer to either 
agent is rejected, agent 1 receives $4 and agent 2 receives $2). The principal makes an offer to each 
of the two agents while the agents provide their respective minimum acceptable offers (MAOs), 
which could be based on possible amounts offered to the other agent. Knez and Camerer (1995) 
find that agents reject offers more frequently if they are offered less than the other agent but 
principals do not seem to take this into consideration and do not adjust the offers. Ho and Su (2009) 
analyze two independent ultimatum games with identical stake sizes played sequentially by a 
principal and two agents to test if the agents take the other agent’s offer as a reference to evaluate 
their own offer. Ho and Su (2009) result suggests that the second agent may be reluctant to accept 
an offer that is inferior to that of a peer. Both of these studies represent a point of departure for our 
experiment as they clearly indicate that agents do take the other agent’s offer into consideration 
when deciding on their response to the principal’s offer.  
We contribute to the literature on horizontal fairness concerns by investigating job 
assignment as their new and unexplored source. Job assignment or fairness concerns resulting from 
the assignment outcome are not considered by either Knez and Camerer (1995) or Ho and Su (2009). 
In both of those experiments, two agents are assigned to an equal stake size, and they find that an 
agent is more likely to reject an offer when the agent observes (Knez and Camerer, 1995) or 
estimates (Ho and Su, 2009) that the other agent receives a higher offer from the principal. In our 
experiment, in order for job assignment to play a role, agents are assigned to unequal stake sizes. 
We compare the case of random assignment and the case of principal assignment, where (in one 
treatment as will be explained later) the principal could base his decision on the agents’ performance 
on the knowledge quiz.  
In a multi-agent setting of the gift exchange game, the principal decides not only on the 
absolute wage for each agent but also on their relative wages, which introduces (various aspects of) 
social comparisons if the wages are observable. Charness and Kuhn (2007) conjecture that an 
agent’s sensitivity to other agent’s wage should lead the principal to compress wages. In their 
experiment the subjects are randomly assigned to be either a principal, high productivity agent, or 
low productivity agent. In the treatment that allows for social comparisons, wages of both agents 
are made public before the agents choose their effort levels, whereas in the control treatment the 
wages remain private information. They find that the exerted effort is not sensitive to the other 
agent’s wage.  
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Our experiment bears some similarity to Charness and Kuhn (2007)’s design in that we also 
have high and low productivity positions (high and low stake sizes) to give principals an incentive 
to differentiate offers. A key difference is that assignment to high and low productivity positions is 
random in Charness and Kuhn (2007), whereas, given our focus on job assignment, our experiment 
includes both the random assignment case and the principal assignment case. By comparing the two 
cases, we study effects of principal’s intentionality associated with the agent’s job assignment.4  
Regarding intentionality of actions, economics experiments have found that intentions 
influence the vertical perception of fairness in bilateral principal-agent relationships (e.g. Blount, 
1995; Cox, 2004; Falk, Fehr, and Fischbacher, 2008; McCabe, Rigdon, and Smith, 2003; Offerman, 
2002).5 The experimental designs studying the role of intentions allow for their presence in one 
condition and remove them in the control treatment by either implementing the choice of the 
decision-maker exogenously by the experimenter (e.g. Charness, 2004; Cox, 2004), using a 
randomizing device (e.g. Charness, 2004; Cox and Deck, 2005; Gächter and Thöni, 2010), by 
forcing a particular choice through limiting the choice set to one alternative (e.g. McCabe et al., 
2003) or by varying the nature of intentions (Stanca, Bruni, and Corazzini, 2009; Woods and 
Servátka, 2019) or whether the action was an act of commission or omission (Cox, Servátka, and 
Vadovič, 2017).  
In the context of horizontal fairness concerns, Gächter and Thöni (2010) study effects of 
intentionality revealed by the allocation of surplus in a three-player gift-exchange game. A key 
difference between Gächter and Thöni (2010) and our paper is that we study principal’s 
intentionality revealed by job assignment, whereas they study principal’s intentionality revealed by 
wage differences. By including a treatment in which wages are generated randomly and thus the 
principals are not responsible for the resulting wage differences,  Gächter and Thöni (2010) identify 
whether wage comparison effects are due to intentional wage discrimination or due to wage 
differences themselves. They find that it is the principal’s intentions to discriminate wages rather 
than the mere wage differences that trigger the wage comparison effect. They also provide evidence 
that disadvantageous wage discrimination lowers agent’s effort while advantageous discrimination 
does not increase it.  
Finally, in the literature on perceived property rights entitlements, it has been shown that 
whether the assignment to positions triggers fairness concerns often depends on agent’s perceived 
entitlements (sometimes also referred to as legitimacy). Earlier literature provides ample evidence 
that fairness concerns are closely related to real effort and relative performance (e.g. Bosman, Sutter, 
and van Winden, 2005; Cameron, Chaudhuri, Erkal, and Gangadharan, 2009; Cherry, Frykblom, 
and Shogren, 2002; Danková and Servátka, 2015; Hoffman and Spitzer, 1985; Oxoby and Spraggon, 
 
4
 Multi-agent settings of the gift exchange game with equal productivity between agents have been employed in several 
other studies related to horizontal fairness concerns and wage observability. For example, Abeler, Altmann, Kube, and 
Wibral (2010) show that agents who are paid equal wages exert significantly lower efforts than the agents who are paid 
individually. In a complementary study, Nosenzo (2013) observes that if agents are paid different wages, pay disclosure 
can be detrimental to effort provision. Güth, Königstein, Kovács, and Zala-Mezõ (2001) also use two-agent setup, but 
with unequal productivities to show that largely differing offers trigger rejection or low effort.  Finally, Charness, Cobo-
Reyes, Lacomba, Lagos, and Pérez (2016) in their experiment on wage delegation observe that agents are concerned 
with both their own salaries and their relative wages with respect to other agents working for the same principal and 
make lower effort choices when they cannot choose their own wage while the other agents can. 
5
 See also Camerer (2003), Chaudhuri (2011), Fehr and Gächter (2000), Fehr and Schmidt (2006), and Sobel (2005) 
for surveys on reciprocity. 
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2008). In an influential study on this topic, Hoffman et al. (1994) have their subjects “earn” the right 
to be the principal (proposer) in the ultimatum game by scoring higher on a general knowledge quiz. 
The counterpart who scored lower is assigned to be the responder. Performance in this real effort 
task and the resulting assignment also affects the perceived entitlements and results in principals 
offering on average a lower share of the pie to their matched agents who are more likely to accept 
compared to a situation when the rights to be the principal are assigned randomly.  
We incorporate this design feature into our three-person ultimatum game experiment with 
the main difference that it is the entitlement to the high productivity position rather than the right to 
be the principal that is created by the knowledge quiz performance. We posit that in our setup the 
perceived entitlements between agents will trigger fairness concerns, manifested by an agent’s 
sensitivity to accept a particular offer in response to observing the offer to stake size ratio made to 
the other agent. 
 
3. Experimental design and hypotheses 
We employ a three-person ultimatum game (Güth et al., 1982; Knez and Camerer, 1995) 
that consists of one principal and two agents. In the experiment, each subject is randomly paired 
with another two subjects to form an anonymous group of three persons and assigned to be either 
the principal (referred to as the Proposer in the instructions) or one of the two agents (Responders). 
In Stage 1, all agents have 10 minutes to complete a general knowledge quiz, while the principals 
are asked to wait patiently and quietly. The instructions specify that within each group, the two 
agents are ranked based on their quiz scores. If both agents have the same quiz score, the agent who 
completes the quiz faster is ranked higher. The agents are informed about their relative performance 
(and thus their ranking) in all treatments. Whether or not the principal is informed about the relative 
performance of agents depends on the treatment.6 
In Stage 2, each agent is assigned to one of the positions representing the available stake size 
(L = 100 francs or H = 200 francs; subsequently we will refer to the agent assigned to the low 
stake position as Agent L and to the agent assigned to the high stake position as Agent H). The 
assignment to positions is common knowledge and depends on the experimental treatment. Stage 3 
is a three-player ultimatum game, in which a principal moves first and offers OL, OL<=L, to the 
agent who is assigned to the low stake position, and OH, OH<=H, to the agent assigned to the high 
stake position (where each offer is interpreted as a wage). Agent behavior is elicited using the 
strategy method (Brandts and Charness, 2011; Selten, 1967). 7  This means that neither agent 
observes the offer that the principal made to him; instead, each agent observes the offer that the 
principal made to the other agent. Observing the other agent’s offer can trigger horizontal fairness 
concerns. After observing the other agent’s offer, each agent states his own minimum acceptable 
offer. If the offer made by the principal is greater than or equal to MAO, the offer is accepted (ai=1). 
As a result, the agent receives the number of francs stated in the offer, and the principal keeps the 
remainder. However, if the offer is less than MAO then the offer is rejected (ai=0) and both the 
 
6
 Recall that incorporating Stage 1 into the design is crucial from the perspective of our research question as it not only 
introduces performance evaluation and allows us to classify assignments as merit-based or reverse merit-based, but also 
to make the principal assignment meaningful in the sense that the agents have established entitlements and make the 
principal accountable for the assignment outcome. 
7 Armantier (2006) does not find differences in MAOs in an ultimatum game using the strategy method versus the direct 
response method. 
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principal and the agent receive nothing. The principal receives earnings from both interactions while 
each of the agent receives earnings only from the interaction he participated in. The principal thus 
receives a1(π1-O1)+a2(π2-O2) and each agent receives his respective offer Oi.  
Upon the completion of the experiment the subjects are asked to complete a questionnaire for 
which they are paid additional 5 NZD. The ultimatum game earnings are converted from francs into 
New Zealand Dollars at the exchange rate 1 franc = 0.1 NZD as announced in the instructions at the 
beginning of the session. The participants are then called one by one to collect their payment in 
private in the control room in the back of the laboratory. 
The participants played the game only once. All sessions were run under a single-blind social 
distance protocol. The experiment was programmed and conducted with z-Tree (Fischbacher, 
2007). The treatments were implemented in a between-subject design, in which each participant is 
exposed to only one treatment. As there is no extant literature employing the same design to address 
the same research question, we calculate our sample size based on raw data (Ho and Su, 2009). In 
order to achieve a power of 80% (i.e., 20% type II error) along with 5% type I error, we need to 
have a sample size of 15 in each treatment. A total of 285 subjects (95 triads across three treatments) 
participated in the experiment conducted in the New Zealand Experimental Economics Laboratory 
(NZEEL) at the University of Canterbury. The participants were recruited using the online database 
system ORSEE (Greiner, 2004). The number of participants in a session varied from 27 to 36, 
always in multiples of three. On average, a session lasted 50 minutes including the payment and 
participants earned on average 12.80 NZD.8  
We implement three treatments (Principal/Informed, Principal/Uninformed, and 
Random/Informed treatments) that vary whether the assignment is determined by the principal or 
randomly, and whether or not the principal is informed of the relative quiz performance by agents 
(in the instructions referred to as ranking based on quiz scores). In the Principal/Informed treatment, 
the principal is informed about the relative performance of the two agents and then he assigns them 
to positions. If agents’ relative performance created sufficiently strong entitlements for studying 
fairness concerns, they will be recognized also by the principal who might use the relative 
performance as the basis for assignment. If that is the case, the principal is more likely to create a 
merit-based assignment, i.e. assign the better performer to the high stake position and the worse 
performer to the low stake position. While we expect the Principal/Informed treatment to 
predominantly generate merit-based assignments, reverse merit-based assignments (in which the 
lower performer is assigned to the high stake position and vice versa) might also be possible. 
The Principal/Uninformed treatment is designed to generate more instances of reverse merit-
based assignment.  In this treatment it is again the principal who assigns the agents to their positions, 
but this time he is not informed about their relative performance when making the decision.  The 
agents know that it is the principal who assigns positions, but are not informed about the fact that 
the principal does not know the relative performance.  
In the two treatments, the knowledge quiz parallels everyday practice in organizations as it 
makes the principal’s assignment meaningful because it allows him to assign agents to positions 
based on the observed performance. We argue that, without such a basis, the principal’s assignment 
is likely to be viewed by the agents as de facto random. Since the agents see the relative performance 
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on their screens after the quiz, they are likely to think that the principal determines the assignment 
based on the quiz performance. Importantly for our design, apart from being the source of 
exogenous variation of assignment, our Principal/Uninformed treatment can be seen as creating 
counterfactuals that are unobservable (or hard to verify) in everyday life and thus allow us to 
evaluate the importance of the assignment on agents’ fairness concerns.9 
In the Random/Informed treatment the principal is informed about the relative performance 
of agents but the assignment to positions is random, and agents know the random nature of the 
assignment. Hence, the assignment does not convey the principal’s intentions. The assignment to 
different stakes can still be a source of horizontal fairness concerns because it drives the difference 
in offers received by the agents. In contrast, in the other two treatments, it is not only the difference 
in offers but also the principal’s intentions revealed by the assignment that can act as potential 
channels through which the job assignment impacts fairness concerns. We can therefore disentangle 
the two possible channels by comparing the outcomes in the Random/Informed treatment to the 
outcomes in the Principal/Informed and the Principal/Uninformed treatments.  
We investigate the strength of horizontal fairness concerns, that is, the extent to which agents 
look to the other agent to evaluate whether they are treated fairly by the principal. We measure the 
strength of horizontal fairness concerns by the sensitivity of an agent’s MAO ratio (defined as the 
ratio of the agent’s MAO to the size of own stake) to the other agent’s offer ratio (defined as the 
ratio of the offer that the principal made to the other agent to the stake size assigned to the other 
agent). We postulate that both Agent L and Agent H exhibit fairness concerns in the following sense. 
Since the same principal makes offers to both Agent L and Agent H (and thus also decides on the 
size of the offer relative to the stake size of the position), each agent looks at what share the principal 
offered to the other agent to evaluate the fairness of his own offer.  Hence each agent expects to 
receive more from the principal when the other agent receives more from the principal. It is this 
relationship that we have in mind when we develop our hypotheses below. 
We conjecture that being able to attribute job assignment outcomes to the principal’s 
intentions matters. Our hypothesis here is that Agent L exhibits stronger fairness concerns when 
assignment is determined by the principal rather than when it is determined randomly. In the case 
of random assignment, since assignment outcome is beyond the principal’s control, the principal 
cannot be blamed for Agent L being assigned to the low stake position. In contrast, in the case of 
principal assignment, we suppose that Agent L holds the principal accountable for being assigned 
to the low stake position, inducing Agent L to require a higher offer (relative to the stake size) from 
the principal compared to the offer made to Agent H. Hence, we hypothesize that Agent L exhibits 
stronger fairness concerns under principal assignment than under random assignment. As for Agent 
H, through analogous logic we hypothesize that Agent H exhibits weaker fairness concerns under 
principal assignment than under random assignment. Being assigned to the high stake position, 
Agent H is likely to receive a higher offer than Agent L. In the case of principal assignment, we 
hypothesize that Agent H appreciates not being assigned to the low stake position and understands 
if the Principal increases the offer ratio to compensate Agent L. Such reasoning is weaker in the 
case of random assignment, meaning that Agent H understands that the Principal is not responsible 
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 The manipulation was indeed successful as 16 out of 32 Principals’ assignments in the Principal/Uninformed treatment 
were merit-based while in our Principal/Informed treatment it was 26 out of 32. 
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for assigning him to the high stake position and has higher sensitivity to the Principal’s increasing 
the offer ratio of Agent L.  
Our conjectures regarding the accountability for the assignment are translated into the 
following two main hypotheses: 
 
Hypothesis 1: Agent L’s MAO ratio increases more as the other offer ratio increases if the 
assignment is determined by the principal than when it is determined randomly.  
 
Hypothesis 2: Agent H’s MAO ratio increases less as the other offer ratio increases if the 
assignment is determined by the principal than when it is determined randomly.  
 
Since there are two possible assignment outcomes (merit-based and reverse merit-based), 
the above two hypotheses are expected to be robust to both assignment outcomes. Therefore, we 
have the following four more specific hypotheses.  
 
Hypothesis 1a: Under merit-based assignment, Agent L’s MAO ratio increases more as the other 
offer ratio increases if the assignment is determined by the principal than when it is determined 
randomly.  
 
Hypothesis 1b: Under reverse merit-based assignment, Agent L’s MAO ratio increases more as the 
other offer ratio increases if the assignment is determined by the principal than when it is determined 
randomly.  
 
Hypothesis 2a: Under merit-based assignment, Agent H’s MAO ratio increases less as the other 
offer ratio increases if the assignment is determined by the principal than when it is determined 
randomly. 
 
Hypothesis 2b: Under reverse merit-based assignment, Agent H’s MAO ratio increases less as the 
other offer ratio increases if the assignment is determined by the principal than when it is determined 
randomly. 
 
Next, we present the arguments regarding the difference in the strength of fairness concerns 
under merit-based assignment and reverse merit-based assignment. We begin by supposing that 
under merit-based assignment the fairness concerns of both Agent L and Agent H depend on the 
offer made to the other agent. In particular, for both types of agents, MAO ratio increases as the 
other offer ratio increases under merit-based assignment, a supposition testable from our data.  
Focusing on the merit aspect of the assignment outcome, we conjecture that (i) Agent L 
exhibits stronger fairness concerns and (ii) Agent H exhibits weaker fairness concerns in the case 
of reverse merit-based assignment than in the merit-based assignment. The key driving force behind 
our conjecture is the sense of entitlement. We suppose that, under reverse merit-based assignment, 
Agent L feels entitled to the offer that Agent H receives (which is expected to be higher than the 
offer that Agent L receives due to the larger stake size) because he has been assigned to the low 
stake position even though his quiz performance was better than the other agent’s performance. The 
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sense of entitlement increases Agent L’s sensitivity to the offer received by Agent H, strengthening 
Agent L’s fairness concerns.  
As for Agent H, we suppose that Agent H feels no entitlement to the offer that Agent L 
receives since it is expected to be lower than the offer that Agent H receives. We conjecture that 
Agent H exhibits weaker fairness concerns under reverse merit-based assignment than under merit-
based assignment through the following reasoning. Agent H understands that the principal needs to 
make a relatively high offer to Agent L in order to satisfy Agent L’s sense of entitlement under 
reverse merit-based assignment. Agent H also understands that the principal has to do so because 
Agent H himself is assigned to the high stake position despite scoring lower on the quiz. This leads 
Agent H to understand that he himself is partially ‘responsible’ for the higher offer that the principal 
has to make to Agent L, reducing Agent H’s sensitivity to the offer received by Agent L. The 
fairness concerns of Agent H (if any) are thus overshadowed by the fact that he has been assigned 
to the high stake position. 
Our conjectures regarding the comparison between merit-based and reverse merit-based 
assignments are translated into the following testable hypotheses: 
 
Hypothesis 3: Agent L’s MAO ratio increases more as the other offer ratio increases under reverse  
merit-based assignment than under merit-based assignment.  
 
Hypothesis 4: Agent H’s MAO ratio increases less as the other offer ratio increases under reverse  
merit-based assignment than under merit-based assignment.  
 
Since the assignment outcomes can be determined either randomly or by the principal, the 
above two hypotheses are expected to be robust to both assignment processes. Therefore, we have 
the following four more specific hypotheses.  
 
Hypothesis 3a: Under random assignment, Agent L’s MAO ratio increases more as the other offer 
ratio increases under reverse merit-based assignment than under merit-based assignment.  
 
Hypothesis 3b: Under principal assignment, Agent L’s MAO ratio increases more as the other offer 
ratio increases under reverse merit-based assignment than under merit-based assignment.  
 
Hypothesis 4a: Under random assignment, Agent H’s MAO ratio increases less as the other offer 
ratio increases under reverse merit-based assignment than under merit-based assignment.  
 
Hypothesis 4b: Under principal assignment, Agent H’s MAO ratio increases less as the other offer 




Table 1 provides summary statistics of the MAO ratio, defined as the ratio of minimum 
acceptable offer relative to own stake size (either 100 or 200 francs). We find that, when job 
assignment is determined randomly, there is no difference in MAO ratios between Agent L and 
Agent H. When the assignment process is random and the resulting assignment is merit-based, 
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Agent L on average asks for a share of 37%, while Agent H asks for a share of 33%. The difference 
is statistically insignificant (two-sided Mann-Whitney test, p-value=0.658). In the case of random 
reverse merit-based assignment, Agent L and Agent H request a share of 32% and 33%, 
respectively, with the difference also being statistically insignificant (two-sided Mann-Whitney test, 
p-value=0.898). Under merit-based assignment determined by the principal, we find that Agents’ 
MAO ratios are statistically different from one another: Agent L requests a share of 39% while 
Agent H asks only for 29% (two-sided Mann-Whitney test, p-value=0.042). Finally, under reverse 
merit-based assignment determined by the principal, Agent L requests 41% while Agent H’s 
requests is 35%, with the difference being statistically insignificant (two-sided Mann-Whitney test, 
p-value=0.390). The histogram of MAO ratio for each case is presented in Figure 1.  
 
Table 1: Summary statistics of MAO ratio, separately for each assignment outcome 
Treatment Assignment  Agent L Agent H N 
Random assignment Merit-based 0.37 (0.14) 0.33 (0.18) 13 
 
Reverse merit-based 0.32 (0.18) 0.33 (0.18) 18 
Principal's assignment Merit-based 0.39 (0.23) 0.29 (0.20) 42 
 
Reverse merit-based 0.41 (0.19) 0.35 (0.17) 22 





Figure 1: Histogram of MAO ratio, separately for each assignment outcome 
Note: “M” refers to the merit-based assignment and “R” refers to the reverse merit-based assignment. 
 
 
Table 2 displays OLS regressions of the MAO ratio on the other offer ratio (defined as the 
offer the principal makes to the other agent divided by the stake size for that agent) separately for 
Agent L and Agent H. The dependent variables are the MAO ratio of Agent L and Agent H, 
respectively. Recall that there are four assignment cases in our experiment: merit-based assignment 
determined randomly, reverse merit-based assignment determined randomly, merit-based 
assignment determined by the principal, and reverse merit-based assignment determined by the 
principal. In order to test our hypotheses, we regress the MAO ratio on the “Other offer ratio”, 
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including the interaction terms of the other offer ratio with dummy variables. The dummy variable 
“Principal assigned” is equal to 1 for assignments determined by the principal (including both merit-
based and reverse merit-based) and 0 for assignments determined randomly (again including both 
merit-based and reverse merit-based).  It measures the difference in the MAO ratio between random 
and principal assignment under the merit-based assignment outcome, when the principal offers 
nothing to the other agent. The dummy variable “Reverse merit-based assignment” is equal to 1 
when the agent who scored higher in the quiz is assigned to the low stake position (including 
assignments determined both by the principal and randomly), and 0 otherwise (again, including 
assignments determined both by the principal and randomly). It captures the difference in MAO 
ratio between the random merit-based and random reverse merit-based assignment, when the 
principal offers nothing to the other agent.  
 





Agent L  Agent H 
MAO_ratio MAO_ratio 
   
1. Principal assigned -0.29* 0.03 
 
(0.17) (0.13) 
2. Reverse merit-based -0.09 0.15 
 
(0.15) (0.13) 
3. Other offer ratio -0.26 0.21 
 
(0.20) (0.27) 
4. Principal assigned * Other offer ratio 0.69* -0.07 
 
(0.38) (0.28) 
5. Reverse merit-based assignment* Other offer ratio 0.10 -0.20 
 
(0.36) (0.27) 
6. (Principal assigned & Reverse merit-based assignment) * Other offer ratio 0.19 -0.00 
 
(0.18) (0.16) 
Constant 0.48*** 0.20 
 
(0.08) (0.13) 
Random reverse merit-based (3+5) -0.16 0.01 
Principal merit-based assignment (3+4) 0.43 0.14 
Principal reverse merit-based assignment (3+4+5+6) 0.72 *** -0.06 
Principal reverse merit-based - random reverse merit-based (4+6) 0.88 ** -0.07 
Principal reverse merit-based - principal merit-based (5+6) 0.29 -0.20 
N 95 95 
 
R2 0.08 0.03 





We test our hypotheses by verifying the coefficient of four variables: “Other offer ratio”, the 
interaction term of “Other offer ratio” and “Principal assigned”, the interaction term of “Other offer 
ratio” and “Reverse merit-based assignment”, and the interaction terms of “Other offer ratio”, 
“Principal assigned” and “Reverse merit-based assignment”.   
 
• “Other offer ratio” measures the agent’s horizontal fairness concerns (sensitivity of agent’s 
response to the share offered by the principal to the other agent) in the random merit-based 
assignment case as the baseline.  
• “Principal assigned * Other offer ratio” captures the effect of the principal assignment compared 
to the random assignment, when the assignment outcome is merit-based (corresponding to 
Hypotheses 1a and 2a);  
• “Reverse merit-based assignment * Other offer ratio” measures the effect of reverse merit-based 
assignment outcome compared to the merit-based outcome, when the assignment is determined 
randomly (corresponding to Hypotheses 3a and 4a);  
• “(Principal assigned & Reverse merit-based assignment) * Other offer ratio” is an interaction 
term, so that the sum of “(Principal assigned & Reverse merit-based assignment) * Other offer 
ratio” and “Principal assigned * Other offer ratio” refers to the effect of the principal assignment 
compared to random, when the assignment outcome is reverse merit-based (corresponding to 
Hypotheses 1b and 2b). Similarly, the sum of “(Principal assigned & Reverse merit-based 
assignment) * Other offer ratio” and “Reverse merit-based assignment* Other offer ratio” refers 
to the effect of the reverse merit-based assignment outcome compared to the merit-based 
outcome, when the assignment is determined by the principal (corresponding to Hypotheses 3b 
and 4b). 
 
Before testing our hypotheses, we verify whether or not agents exhibit horizontal fairness 
concerns in the random assignment case. Recall that in the random assignment case fairness 
concerns are affected by wage differences stemming from the assignment to positions but not 
affected by the principal’s intentions simply because agents know that the assignment is random. 
We find that, in the random assignment case, agents do not exhibit statistically significant horizontal 
fairness concerns under merit-based or reverse merit-based assignment.  The result suggests that 
wage differences themselves do not have a strong enough impact on agents’ horizontal fairness 
concerns in our setup.  
Let us now turn to testing our hypotheses pertaining to Agent L by investigating the estimates 
from Model 1 presented in Table 2. We first test Hypothesis 1a, i.e. the effect of principal 
assignment under the merit-based assignment outcome. When the other offer ratio increases from 
0% to 100% in the case of random assignment, Agent L reduces his MAO ratio by 26 percentage 
points. This decrease in MAO, however, is statistically insignificant (see the marginal effects of 
variable “Other offer ratio” in Table 2). Agent L’s MAO ratio is 69 percentage points higher if the 
assignment is determined by the principal than if the assignment is determined randomly (see the 
marginal effects of the variable “Principal assigned * Other offer ratio”), a statistically significant 
difference, providing support for Hypothesis 1a. Overall, Agent L increases his MAO ratio by 43 
percentage points (=69-26) in the case of principal merit-based assignment case when the other offer 
ratio is increased from 0% to 100%, with the effect being statistically insignificant. 
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Result 1a: Under merit-based assignment, Agent L’s MAO ratio increases more as the other offer 
ratio increases if the assignment is determined by the principal than when it is determined randomly.  
 
Hypothesis 1b concerns the effect of principal assignment under the reverse merit-based 
assignment outcome. When the other offer ratio increases from 0% to 100% in the case of random 
assignment, Agent L reduces his MAO ratio by 16 percentage points, with the effect being 
statistically insignificant (see the sum of marginal effects of variable “Other offer ratio” and 
“Reverse merit-based assignment * Other offer ratio”). Agent L’s MAO ratio is 88 percentage points 
higher if the assignment is determined by the principal than if the assignment is determined 
randomly (see the sum of the marginal effects of the variable “Principal assigned * Other offer ratio” 
and “(Principal assigned & Reverse merit-based assignment) * Other offer ratio”), with the 
difference being statistically significant and thus providing support for Hypothesis 1b. Overall, 
Agent L increases his MAO ratio by 72 percentage points in the case of principal reverse merit-
based assignment when the other offer ratio is increased from 0% to 100%, with the effect being 
statistically significant. 
 
Result 1b: Under reverse merit-based assignment, Agent L’s MAO ratio increases more as the other 
offer ratio increases if the assignment is determined by the principal than when it is determined 
randomly. 
 
Next we test our hypotheses pertaining to Agent H by investigating the estimates from Model 
2 presented in Table 2. When the other offer ratio increases from 0% to 100% in the case of random 
assignment, Agent H increases his MAO ratio by 21 percentage points, with the effect being 
statistically significant (see the marginal effects of variable “Other offer ratio”). Agent H’s MAO 
ratio is 7 percentage points lower if the assignment is determined by the principal than if it is 
determined randomly (see the marginal effects of the variable “Principal assigned * Other offer 
ratio”), with the difference being statistically insignificant. We therefore reject Hypothesis 2a. 
Overall, Agent H increases his MAO ratio by 14 percentage points in the case of principal reverse 
merit-based assignment when the other offer ratio is increased from 0% to 100%, with the effect 
being statistically insignificant. 
 
Result 2a: Under merit-based assignment, Agent H’s MAO ratio does not increase less as the other 
offer ratio increases if the assignment is determined by the principal than when it is determined 
randomly. 
 
Hypothesis 2b concerns the effect of principal assignment under the reverse merit-based 
assignment outcome. When the other offer ratio increases from 0% to 100% in the case of random 
assignment, Agent H increases his MAO ratio by 1 percentage point, which is statistically 
insignificant (see the sum of marginal effects of variable “Other offer ratio” and ““Reverse merit-
based assignment* Other offer ratio”). Agent H’s MAO ratio is 7 percentage points lower if the 
assignment is determined by the principal than if the assignment is determined randomly (see the 
sum of the marginal effects of the variable “Principal assigned * Other offer ratio” and “(Principal 
assigned & Reverse merit-based assignment) * Other offer ratio”), with the difference being 
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statistically insignificant. Therefore, we reject Hypothesis 2b as well. Overall, Agent H reduces his 
MAO ratio by 6 percentage points in the case of principal reverse merit-based assignment when the 
other offer ratio is increased from 0% to 100%, with the effect being statistically significant. 
 
Result 2b: Under reverse merit-based assignment, Agent H’s MAO ratio does not increase less as 
the other offer ratio increases if the assignment is determined by the principal than when it is 
determined randomly. 
 
 The next hypotheses explore the effect of reverse merit-based job assignment. We first test 
our hypotheses pertaining to Agent L by investigating the estimates from Model 1 presented in 
Table 2. Hypothesis 3a concerns the effect of reverse merit-based assignment when the assignment 
is determined randomly. When the other offer ratio increases from 0% to 100% in the case of merit-
based assignment, Agent L reduces his MAO ratio by 26 percentage points, which is statistically 
insignificant. Agent L’s MAO ratio is 10 percentage points higher if the assignment outcome is 
reverse merit-based than if it is merit-based (see the marginal effects of variable “Reverse merit-
based*Other offer ratio”), with the difference being statistically insignificant. We therefore reject 
Hypothesis 3a. Overall, Agent L reduces his MAO ratio by 16 percentage points in the case of 
random reverse merit-based assignment when the other offer ratio is increased from 0% to 100% 
(see the sum of marginal effects of variable “Other offer ratio” and “Reverse merit-based * Other 
offer ratio”), with the effect being statistically insignificant. 
  
Result 3a: Under random assignment, Agent L’s MAO ratio does not increase more as the other 
offer ratio increases under reverse merit-based assignment than under merit-based assignment.  
 
Hypothesis 3b concerns the effect of reverse merit-based assignment when the assignment is 
determined by the principal. When the other offer ratio increases from 0% to 100% in the case of 
merit-based assignment, Agent L reduces his MAO ratio by 43 percentage points, which is 
statistically insignificant (see the sum of marginal effects of variable “Other offer ratio” and 
“Principal assigned * Other offer ratio”). Agent L’s MAO ratio is 29 percentage points higher when 
the assignment outcome is reverse merit-based than when it is merit-based (see the sum of marginal 
effects of variable “Reverse merit-based * Other offer ratio” and “(Principal assigned & Reverse 
merit-based assignment) * Other offer ratio”), with the difference being statistically insignificant. 
We therefore reject Hypothesis 3a. Overall, Agent L increases his MAO ratio by 72 percentage 
points in the case of principal reverse merit-based assignment when the other offer ratio is increased 
from 0% to 100%, with the effect being statistically significant. 
 
Result 3b: Under principal assignment, Agent H’s MAO ratio does not increase less as the other 
offer ratio increases under reverse merit-based assignment than under merit-based assignment.  
 
In order to test hypotheses pertaining to Agent H, we investigate the estimates from Model 2 
presented in Table 2. We first test Hypothesis 4a concerning the effect of reverse merit-based 
assignment when the assignment is determined randomly. When the other offer ratio increases from 
0% to 100% in the case of merit-based assignment, Agent H increases his MAO ratio by 21 
percentage points, which is statistically insignificant. Agent H’s MAO ratio is 20 percentage points 
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lower when the assignment is reverse merit-based than when it is merit-based (see the marginal 
effects of variable “Reverse merit-based*Other offer ratio”), with the difference being statistically 
insignificant. We thus reject Hypothesis 4a. Overall, Agent H increases his MAO ratio by 1 
percentage point in the case of random reverse merit-based assignment when the other offer ratio is 
increased from 0% to 100% (see the sum of marginal effects of variable “Other offer ratio” and 
“Reverse merit-based * Other offer ratio”), with the effect being statistically insignificant. 
  
Result 4a: Under random assignment, Agent H’s MAO ratio does not increase more as the other 
offer ratio increases under reverse merit-based assignment than under merit-based assignment.  
 
Next we test Hypothesis 4b concerning the effect of reverse merit-based assignment when the 
assignment is determined by the principal. When the other offer ratio increases from 0% to 100% 
in the case of merit-based assignment, Agent H reduces his MAO ratio by 14 percentage points, 
which is statistically insignificant (see the sum of marginal effects of variable “Other offer ratio” 
and “Principal assigned * Other offer ratio”.) Agent H’s MAO ratio is 20 percentage points lower 
when the assignment is reverse merit-based than when it is merit-based (see the sum of the marginal 
effects of variable “Reverse merit-based*Other offer ratio” and “(Principal assigned & Reverse 
merit-based assignment) * Other offer ratio”), with the difference being statistically insignificant. 
We thus reject Hypothesis 4b. Overall, Agent H reduces his MAO ratio by 6 percentage points in 
the case of principal reverse merit-based assignment when the other offer ratio is increased from 
0% to 100% (see the sum of marginal effects of variable “Other offer ratio”, “Principal assigned* 
Other offer ratio”, “Reverse merit-based * Other offer ratio” and “(Principal assigned & Reverse 
merit-based assignment) * Other offer ratio”), with the effect being statistically insignificant. 
 
Result 4b: Under principal assignment, Agent H’s MAO ratio does not increase less as the other 
offer ratio increases under reverse merit-based assignment than under merit-based assignment.  
 
 Having tested all our hypotheses, we ask, “In which cases do agents exhibit statistically 
significant horizontal fairness concerns?” As mentioned earlier, agents do not exhibit horizontal 
fairness concerns in the random assignment case, no matter whether the assignment to positions is 
merit-based or reverse merit-based. But the principal’s intentions and/or agents’ sense of 
entitlements may lead to strong enough fairness concerns. We find that, in the principal assignment 
case, while agents (H or L) do not exhibit fairness concerns under merit-based assignment, agent L 
exhibits fairness concerns under the reverse merit-based assignment. This finding yields a 
managerial implication detailed in the Introduction. 
Our final observation is related to behavior of principals. Do the principals compress wages 
and if so, does the wage compression depend on the assignment process (i.e., whether the 
assignment is determined by the principals or randomly) and assignment outcomes being merit-
based or reverse merit-based? 
Table 3 provides the summary statistics of Principals’ offers to Agent L and Agent H. We 
find supporting evidence of wage compression. For all three treatments, the principal offers a 
relatively smaller share to Agent H than Agent L; with the difference being statistically significant 
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in all three treatments (two-sided Mann-Whitney rank-sum test, p-values are 0.08, 0.001 and 0.001, 
respectively). 
 
Table 3: Summary statistics of principals’ offer ratios 
Variable Treatment Recipients Mean SD N 
Offer ratio 
Random/Informed Agent L 0.52 0.23 31 
  Agent H 0.44 0.15 31 
Principal/Informed Agent L 0.55 0.15 32 
  Agent H 0.45 0.09 32 
Principal/Uninformed Agent L 0.52 0.15 32 
  Agent H 0.43 0.09 32 
 
 
We next examine whether the principal’s offer ratio is affected by the assignment process 
being merit-based or reverse merit-based, and by being determined by the principal or randomly. 
Table 4 displays OLS regressions of the share the principal offers to agents given the merit-based 
vs. reverse merit-based nature of the assignment outcome. The results of the Random/Informed 
treatment are presented in Model 3. The principal offers 43% to Agent H, and offers 5 percentage 
points more of the entire stake to Agent L, when the random assignment is merit-based, however, 
this difference is statistically insignificant. The principal offers statistically significant 11 
percentage points more of the stake to the “unlucky” Agent L who ranked higher on the quiz. When 
the principal is informed about the agents’ rankings on the quiz and determines the job assignment 
himself, he offers 9 percentage points more to Agent L when he assigns roles based on the merit, 
and 14 percentage points more to Agent L when the assignment outcome is reverse merit-based, 
with both differences being statistically significant. In the Principal/Uninformed treatment, the 
principal assigns roles without having information about agents’ performance on the quiz (Model 
5). As also shown in Table 4, the principal offers 43% to Agent H and 52% to Agent L (9 percentage 
points more) with the difference being statistically significant.  
 
Observation: The principal compresses wages when the job assignment outcome is reverse merit-
based, no matter whether it is determined randomly or by the principal. Under merit-based 
assignment, the principal only compresses wages when the assignment is determined by the 





Table 4: The effects of job assignment on wage compression 
 
Model OLS (3) OLS (4) OLS (5) 
Dependent variable offer_ratio offer_ratio offer_ratio 
Treatment Random/Informed Principal/Informed Principal/Uninformed 
Agent L 0.05 0.09*** 0.09*** 
(0.07) (0.03) (0.02) 




Agent L * Reverse merit-based 0.05 0.05  
(0.08) (0.08) 
 
Constant 0.43*** 0.46*** 0.43*** 
 
(0.06) (0.02) (0.02) 
N 62 64 64 
R2 0.057 0.139 0.111 
Post-estimation test       




    
Note: The results are robust to using fractional logit models (details available upon request). Standard errors clustered 




5. Discussion and Conclusion 
Job assignment is a significant source of wage differences across agents, and the process of 
job assignment may affect agents’ fairness perceptions. We conduct a three-person ultimatum game 
experiment to investigate the effect of intentionality of assignment and wage differences resulting 
from the job assignment on agents’ horizontal fairness concerns and vary the assignment process to 
be either random or determined by the principal. In the experiment, all agents are asked to complete 
a general knowledge quiz before being assigned to a job position, represented by a different stake 
size, implemented to mimic features of performance evaluation in the workplace. The knowledge 
quiz signifies the distinction between the principal assignment and the random assignment cases 
because it provides an underlying foundation on which the principal can make the assignment 
decision. At the same time, this experimental design allows us to study the effects of agents’ 
entitlements associated with the link between job assignment and quiz performance. To this end, 
we test whether the agents’ fairness perceptions differ under the merit-based versus the reverse 
merit-based assignments.  
We find that Agent L exhibits stronger horizontal fairness concerns when the assignment is 
determined by the principal than when it is determined randomly. That is, it is the principal's 
intentions revealed by the assignment, combined with the associated wage differences, that generate 
Agent L's horizontal fairness concerns. Regarding the agents’ sense of entitlement, we do not find 
statistically significant differences in Agent L’s fairness concerns between the merit-based and the 
reverse merit-based assignment outcomes. Regarding Agent H, we do not find statistically 
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significant differences in fairness concerns between the principal assignment and the random 
assignment or between the merit-based and the reverse merit-based assignment outcomes. Although 
the difference in fairness perceptions between Agents H and L is not our research question, the 
result seems consistent with the previous experimental findings that people tend to be concerned 
with inequity predominantly when it is disadvantageous (see e.g. Bellemare, Kröger, and Van Soest, 
2008) or undeserved (Lefgren, Sims, and Stoddard, 2016). 
Overall, we find statistically significant horizontal fairness concerns when an agent is 
assigned to a low stake position by the principal and the outcome is reverse merit-based. That is, 
Agent L exhibits fairness concerns when intentionality of job assignment is supplemented by its 
entitlement effects. As detailed in the Introduction, this finding yields a managerial implication that 
an employer should carefully explain the reason for job assignment especially to employees who 
are assigned to relatively low productivity positions compared to their peers.  
Our experimental findings also suggest that one way to mitigate horizontal fairness concerns 
in an organization could be to separate the process of job assignment from that of making wage 
offers. This can be achieved by making it clear to employees that it is the human resource manager 
who makes job assignment decisions and it is the employee’s immediate line manager who makes 
decisions regarding wages. 
 We contribute to the literature on horizontal fairness concerns by studying job assignment 
as a new source of wage inequality and effects of intentionality and entitlements on agents’ 
perceptions of horizontal fairness. By incorporating performance evaluation and perceived 
entitlements to property rights into the experimental design, side by side with the assignment to 
positions, we create a rich and realistic environment that is necessary to answer our research 
questions. Our approach could therefore be considered as a step in the direction of increasing the 
external validity of experimental research of social comparisons and horizontal fairness concerns.  
As a direction for future research, we find it meaningful to incorporate in the experiment 
enriching features that one might encounter in everyday business practice. For example, not all 
performance can be clearly measured or directly compared, in which case the principal might have 
to subjectively evaluate the performance of agents. While in our design, in order to allow for causal 
inference, we make it unambiguous whether an agent scored higher or lower than his counterpart, 
in some workplace environments the difference in performance is not sharply defined. Furthermore, 
an employer might choose to make the performance evaluation intentionally vague in order to 
mitigate fairness concerns between employees. We view investigations along these lines as a fruitful 
avenue for future experimental research on the importance of the job assignment process for fairness 
concerns inside an organization.  
In the same vein, one can study horizontal fairness concerns in a setup consisting of two 
principals and two agents, in which one principal determines the job assignment and the other 
principal makes offers to both agents. One can then compare the strength of fairness concerns in 
this setup to that in the principal assignment case studied in the present paper. Such a comparison 
would yield an implication regarding the value of separating the process of job assignment from 
making wage offers, as mentioned above. Finally, conducting related field experiments would 
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No talking allowed  
Thank you for coming.  The purpose of this session is to study how people make decisions in a particular situation.  
From now until the end of the session, unauthorized communication of any nature with other participants is 
prohibited.  If you violate this rule we will have to exclude you from the experiment and from all payments.  If 
you have a question after we finish reading the instructions, please raise your hand and the experimenter will approach 
you and answer your question in private.  
 
Earnings 
Every participant will have an opportunity to earn money in the experiment. Your final experimental earnings will 
depend on your decisions and on the decisions of others.  It is therefore very important that you read these 
instructions carefully. The payoffs will be denoted in experimental currency referred to as francs. Upon 
completion of the experiment, all francs will be exchanged into dollars using the following exchange rate:  
1 franc = $0.1 
Notice that the more francs you earn, the more dollars you will receive.  All the money will be paid to you privately 
in cash at the end of the experiment. 
  
Group Assignments 
You will be randomly paired with two other participants to form a group of three persons.  No one will learn the 
identity of the persons (s)he is paired with. Each person in the group will be assigned to serve as either “a Proposer” 
or “a Recipient”. Each group consists of one Proposer and two Recipients: Recipient A and Recipient B. The 
computer randomly determines whether you will be a Proposer, Recipient A or Recipient B and will inform you 
about your assignment at the beginning of the experiment. You have a 1/3 chance of becoming a Proposer, a 1/3 
chance of becoming Recipient A, and a 1/3 chance of becoming Recipient B.  
General knowledge quiz 
In the first part of the experiment the Recipients will be asked to complete a general knowledge quiz. Each 
Recipient will be asked to answer the same set of 20 questions in the same order. Each question has one correct 
answer. The Recipients will have 10 minutes to answer all 20 questions. Remaining unanswered questions count 
as incorrect answers. 
 
Within each group, the two Recipients will be ranked based on their quiz scores. If both Recipients have the same 
score in the quiz, the Recipient who completed the quiz more quickly will be ranked higher. [Principal/Informed 
and Random/Informed: The Proposer and both Recipients will be informed about which of the Recipients ranked 
higher.] 
While Recipients complete the quiz, we ask all Proposers to wait patiently and quietly. Please do not use the 
computer in front of you as it is set up for the experiment. 
 
Decision-making part  
Within each group, one randomly selected Recipient will be assigned the R-200 role, and the other Recipient will 
be assigned the R-100 role.  
[Random/Informed: Each Recipient has a 1in 2 (i.e. 50%) chance of being assigned the R-200 role, and also 1 in 
2 (i.e. 50%) chance of being assigned the R-100 role.;  
Principal/Informed and Principal/Uninformed: The Proposer decides which Recipient is assigned the R-200 role 
and which the R-100 role.] 
The Proposer and the R-200 Recipient will receive a sum of 200 francs to be divided between themselves. 




The procedure for dividing each sum of money between the Proposer and each Recipient is as follows. The 
Proposer will choose how many francs out of 200 to offer to the R-200 Recipient and how many francs out of 100 
to offer to the R-100 Recipient. 
 
If the R-200 Recipient accepts the offer made to him/her, (s)he will receive the number of francs stated in the 
offer, whereas the Proposer will keep the remainder, (200 – the offer). If the R-200 Recipient rejects the offer, the 
200 francs disappears and both the Proposer and the R-200 Recipient will receive nothing. 
 
Similarly, if the R-100 Recipient accepts the offer made to him/her, (s)he will receive the number of francs stated 
in the offer, whereas the Proposer will keep the remainder, (100 – the offer). If the R-100 Recipient rejects the 
offer, the 100 francs disappears and both the Proposer and the R-100 Recipient will receive nothing. 
 
Each Recipient will not observe the offer that the Proposer made to him/her; however, (s)he observes the offer 
that the Proposer made to the other Recipient. After observing the offer that the Proposer made to the other 
Recipient, each Recipient chooses a number (an integer between zero and the total sum, which is 200 francs for 
the R-200 Recipient and 100 francs for the R-100 Recipient). This number represents the minimum offer that (s)he 
is willing to accept from the Proposer, so we call this number the Minimum Acceptable Offer. That is, if the offer 
made by the Proposer turns out to be greater or equal to this number, the offer is accepted. However, if the offer 
is less than this number then the offer is rejected. It is important to understand that each Recipient chooses the 
minimum acceptable offer before (s)he comes to know his/her actual offer. The decision procedure described 
above will be conducted only once. 
 
Calculation of Experimental Payoffs  
If the Proposer’s offer to a Recipient turns out to be greater than or equal to that Recipient’s Minimum Acceptable 
Offer, then the offer is accepted. This means the Recipient receives the amount of the offer and the Proposer 
receives the remainder (i.e. the total sum minus the offer made to the Recipient). 
 
If the Proposer’s offer to a Recipient turns out to be less than that Recipient’s Minimum Acceptable Offer, then 
the offer is rejected and the Proposer and the Recipient both receive zero francs. 
Notice that each Recipient’s payoff is not affected by the Proposer’s offer to the other Recipient, or by whether 
that offer (to the other Recipient) is accepted. 
 
A hypothetical example for demonstration purposes 
 
Suppose that: 
• Recipient A is randomly assigned the R-200 role. Recipient B is randomly assigned the R-100 role.  
• The Proposer offers Recipient A 80 francs (out of 200) 
• The Proposer offers Recipient B 40 francs (out of 100) 
• Recipient A chooses a Minimum Acceptable Offer of 60 francs 
• Recipient B chooses a Minimum Acceptable Offer of 50 francs  
 
This example results in the following payoffs: 
 
• Recipient A: 
In this case, the Proposer offered 80 francs, which is more than 60 francs, the minimum amount Recipient A would 
accept. 
Payoffs: The Proposer receives 200-80= 120 francs and Recipient A receives 80 francs. 
 
• Recipient B: 
In this case, the Proposer offered 40 francs, which is less than 50 francs, the minimum amount Recipient B would 
accept.  
Payoffs: The Proposer receives 0 francs and Recipient B receives 0 francs. 
 
• Proposer: 
From above, the Proposer receives 120 francs from his/her interaction with Recipient A (the remainder of the 200 
francs), and receives 0 francs from his/her interaction with Recipient B (as the Proposer’s offer was rejected). 




If you are randomly selected to be the Proposer, you will have to choose an offer for each of the two Recipients. 
If you are randomly selected to be a Recipient, you will learn about the other Recipient’s offer and will then have 
to state the minimum offer you are willing to accept. 
Are there any questions? 
 
